THUNDEREASE® Plug-In & Refill

Analogue of Dog Pheromone........... 2% Isoparaffinic Hydrocarbon............... 48 mL. Each 48 mL vial lasts up to 30 days and covers 700 sq ft.

IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

Read all the instructions before using the product. This is not a toy. Intended for adult use only.

When using electric products, basic precautions should always be followed, including the following: To reduce the risk of injury, close supervision is necessary when a product is used near children. DO NOT put fingers, hands, metal or foreign objects in the product. There are NO user serviceable parts of this device. DO NOT attempt to refill the pheromone with liquids or substances. If the diffuser unit blocks the ‘TEST’ or ‘RESET’ buttons of a GFCI receptacle, it is recommended that the unit be removed from the outlet monthly and the GFCI be tested before plugging the electric diffuser back into the outlet. The internal parts of this device will get very hot to encourage evaporation of the active ingredient. DO NOT touch these surfaces during use. To avoid damage, DO NOT plug below any electrical device, under furniture, or under any prominent object from the wall. MINIMUM CLEAR DISTANCE above diffuser = 4 ft (1.20m). DO NOT disassemble diffuser unit or modify the plug in any way. DO NOT plug in sideways or upside down. DO NOT immerse in water. DO NOT cover or place under furniture. This may impair or block diffusion of the product and leave residual marks. Replace the diffuser plug-in every 6 months. Use ONLY THUNDEREASE® Refills. ThunderWorks will not be held responsible for damage, injury or poor performance caused by use of any other refills in ThunderEase® Diffusers. SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS.

THUNDEREASE® MAY BE EFFECTIVE FOR:

- Fear of loud noises like thunder and fireworks.
- Uneasiness in a new home or environment.
- Stress when socializing or during training.
- House-soiling (or “uh-ohs” as we like to call them).
- Destructive chewing.
- Travel anxiety such as shaking, vomiting, panting, agitation, and salivation.
- Stress when visiting the vet.
- Anxiety when boarding or kenneling.
- Stress caused by changes in the environment like new furniture or remodeling.

Usage Instructions: Simply plug ThunderEase Calming Diffuser in the room in which your dog spends the most time. Replace refill when vial is empty or after 30 days, whichever comes first.

Diffuser Power Light: When plugged into a functioning outlet, a light on the diffuser will indicate that the diffuser is receiving power. If the indicator light does not turn on, check to ensure the outlet is functioning properly by plugging in a different working device into the outlet (e.g., a lamp). If the diffuser light still does not turn on, please contact ThunderWorks Customer Service at 866-892-2078.

Leave at least 4 ft. clearance around diffuser. Do NOT plug under or behind furniture or fixtures.

Replace DIFFUSER HEAD every 6 months.

Diffuser does get hot. This is normal for proper evaporation. Use only in properly functioning 120-volt electrical outlet. DO NOT use with power strip, extension cords, or an adapter converter.

Always place with diffuser head ABOVE refill bottle, not sideways or upside down.

Dog behavior is often complicated and all dogs are unique, so results may vary. ThunderEase® is only detected by dogs and is appropriate for any age, from puppies to older dogs. ThunderEase® is NOT recommended for hyperactivity or aggression. For best results, use for a full 30 days. If additional behavior modification is needed, seek advice from your veterinarian or professional trainer. ThunderEase® may be used in conjunction with medications or other treatments (like ThunderShirt®). ThunderEase® is NOT a veterinary medicinal product. Consult your veterinarian if there are signs of disease.

DANGER. HARMFUL OR FATAL IF SWALLOWED.

Call physician immediately. Do not induce vomiting. Contains petroleum distillates (i.e. Isoparaffinic Hydrocarbon).

KEEP OUT OF REACH OF CHILDREN.

Read label and insert prior to use. Store in a well-ventilated area. Dispose of contents/container in accordance with local regulations.

ADAPTIL® is a registered trademark of Ceva Santé Animale S.A. All other trademarks are the property of ThunderShirt, LLC.

PHEROMONES FOR A CALMER DOG

What is ThunderEase® Powered by ADAPTIL?

When new pups are born, their mother naturally emits pheromones that give the puppies a sense of security and comfort. These pheromones help dogs bond to each other and their mom. ThunderEase® replicates these pheromones for a drug-free, vet-recommended calming solution that may help reduce unwanted behaviors like destructive chewing and problem barking. ThunderEase® is powered by ADAPTIL®, the #1 Vet Recommended solution that helps your dog feel calm and relaxed in stressful situations.

Visit www.ThunderShirt.com for more information and tips.